Improved method for the quantification of lysophospholipids including enol ether species by liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry
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Abstract LC/ESI-MS/MS has been previously demonstrated to be a powerful method to detect and quantify molecular species of glycerophospholipids including lysophospholipids. In this study, we provide an improved pre-mass spectrometry lipid extraction procedure that avoids the acid-catalyzed decomposition of plasmenyl phospholipids that is problematic with previously reported methods. We show that the use of lysophospholipid internal standards with perdeuterated fatty acyl chains avoids isobar problems associated with the use of internal standards containing odd carbon number fatty acyl chains. We also show that LC prior to MS is required to avoid numerous problems associated with isobars and with MS in-source decomposition of lysophosphatidylserine. The reported method of using normal phase chromatography/ESI-MS is used to quantify lysophospholipids in serum and to quantify lysophospholipids produced in mammalian cells by human group X secreted phospholipase A2. The latter shows that group X phospholipase A2 added exogenously to cells generates a different set of lysophospholipids compared with enzyme produced endogenously in cells, which supports earlier studies showing that this phospholipase A2 can act on cell membranes prior to externalization from cells.—Bollinger, J. G., H. Ii, M. Sadilek, and M. H. Gelb. Improved method for the quantification of lysophospholipids including enol ether species by liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry. J. Lipid Res. 2010. 51: 440–447.
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Detection and quantification of lysophospholipid species are important in lipid biology because such species mark the action of lipolytic enzymes such as phospholipases A2 (1) and are themselves ligands for numerous signaling receptors (2). Combined high pressure LC/ESI-MS/MS is a powerful method to detect and quantify a large number of glycerophospholipid molecular species in a single analysis (3). In this study we focus on the use of LC/ESI-MS/MS to detect and quantify lysophospholipid molecular species.

Prior to LC/ESI-MSMS, it is helpful to partially purify the lysophospholipids by some form of liquid-liquid or liquid-solid extraction. Although extraction of biological aqueous samples with chloroform/methanol is useful for many phospholipid and lysophospholipid species, extraction of lysophosphatidic acid and lysophosphatidylinositol are low yielding unless the aqueous phase is acidified (4). It is also possible to extract LPA using 1-butanol (5, 6), but high yield extraction also requires acidification, and 1-butanol is more cumbersome to remove than chloroform/methanol. The problem with acidification during extraction is that plasmalogens are rapidly degraded at low pH due to spontaneous cleavage of their sn-1-enol ether chain to give the corresponding sn-1-hydroxyl group (4). This leads to formation of sn-2-acyl-lysocephatidylcholine and sn-2-acyl-lysocephatidylethanolamine and possible other species. These sn-2 lysophospholipids behave similarly to the corresponding sn-1-acyl lysophospholipids when examined by ESI-MS/MS because they are isobaric and often give rise to the same major fragment ions. This acid-catalyzed breakdown leads to an underestimation of the amount of enol ether-lysophospholipid species and an overestimation of the amount of lysophospholipid species. In this paper, we describe a simple multi-step extraction
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procedure that allows for the rapid analysis of lysophospholipid and enol ether lysophospholipid molecular species using LC/ESI-MS/MS and that avoids the decomposition problems described above. We also carried out an analysis of isobaric lysophospholipid species and show that the use of lysophospholipids with perdeuterated fatty acyl chains as internal standards is preferred over the use of those with fatty acyl chains with odd carbon numbers and that LC prior to ESI-MS/MS is required to avoid problems with isobars. We show that lysophosphatidylserine species break down in the mass spectrometer source to generate lysophosphatidic acid species, which underscores the need for LC separation of these species prior to mass spectrometry. We apply the new method to quantify lysophospholipids in serum and in cells expressing or treated with group X secreted phospholipase A2.

METHODS

Materials

CHCl3 and CH3OH were from Fisher Scientific (HPLC grade), and n-hexane and isopropanol from Fisher (Optima grade). Water was purified with a Milli-Q system (Millipore). Phosphate buffer saline without Ca2+ and Mg2+ was from Gibco (Cat. 11835-025). Water was purified with a Milli-Q system (Millipore). Phosphate buffer saline without Ca2+ and Mg2+ was from Gibco (Cat. 11835-025). Phosphatebuffer saline without Ca2+ and Mg2+ was from Gibco (Cat. 11835-025). Water was purified with a Milli-Q system (Millipore). Phosphatebuffer saline without Ca2+ and Mg2+ was from Gibco (Cat. 11835-025).

Sample preparation

Stock solutions of phospholipids were made in CHCl3/CH3OH (2/1, v/v) and stored at −80°C under argon in Teflon septum-capped glass vials. Concentrations were determined by total phosphorous assay (8). Aqueous samples for lysophospholipid analysis were extracted in 16×125 mm disposable glass culture tubes and extraction solvent was transferred with glass Pasteur pipets. Aqueous samples with volumes >1 ml were lyophilized overnight and reconstituted in 1 ml PBS prior to extraction. Cell pellets were thawed on ice in 1 ml PBS. Prior to extraction, each sample was spiked with 10 μl of the internal standard mix. Each 1 ml of PBS was first extracted under neutral conditions with 4 ml of CHCl3/CH3OH (2/1, v/v) followed by 2 ml of PBS-saturated CHCl3/CH3OH (2/1, v/v). Each extraction step was followed by a 60 s vortex and a 1 min centrifugation step in a bench-top clinical centrifuge in a cold room at 4°C at ~3,000 rpm to resolve the organic and aqueous phases. The lower organic phases from both neutral extraction steps were pooled and dried under a gentle stream of N2. The remaining aqueous phase was chilled on ice for 10 min and then acidified with ice-cold 0.3 M citric acid solution to pH~3–4 (small aliquot spotted on pH paper, checked on the first two samples to determine the volume of citric acid needed per sample thereafter). The sample was then extracted twice with ice-cold PBS-saturated CHCl3/CH3OH (2/1, v/v) and the sample was vortexed as above, and the organic phases were again resolved by centrifugation. The lower organic phases were pooled and neutralized to pH~6–7 (checked with pH paper as above) with 10% triethylamine in CHCl3/CH3OH (2/1, v/v) on ice. The neutralized organic phase from the acidic extraction was combined with the initial neutral fraction and dried under a stream of N2. The resulting residue was taken up in 0.5 ml of CHCl3/CH3OH (2/1, v/v), and after brief vortex mixing, the solution was transferred to the autosampler vial (Microsolv Technology Corporation, MRQ Max Recovery Vials, 1.2 ml, 12×32 mm, Cat. 95120-0CV-T). The tube was rinsed with 0.25 ml of the same solvent and this was combined with the solution in the autosampler vial. Solvent was removed with a stream of N2 and the residue was taken up in 0.1 ml of initial LC solvent (see below). The vial was capped with a Teflon-Silicone cap (Agilent 5185-5838). The samples were analyzed by LC/ESI-MS/MS or stored at −20°C under argon.

Analysis of lysophospholipids in serum was carried out with mouse serum from Atlantic Biologicals. A total of 100 μl of serum was extracted as above and analyzed by LC/ESI-MS/MS. The analysis was repeated with three additional 100 μl portions of serum. The growth of HEK293 cells and establishment of cells sta.
by transfected with human group X secreted phospholipase A₂ were carried out as described (9). Four million cells were seeded in a 10 cm dish, which was placed in the CO₂ incubator for 48 h at 37°C. Cells were washed with PBS and then washed twice with RPMI-1640 medium without serum. Washed cells were covered with serum-free RPMI-1640 medium without or with recombiant human group X secreted phospholipase A₂ (200 ng/ml) and placed for 4 h at 37°C in the CO₂ incubator. Cells were washed once with PBS and scraped into 1 ml of PBS on ice. The cell suspension was stored at −80°C prior to lipid extraction. Cells stably transfected with human group X secreted phospholipase A₂ were processed in the same way except that exogenous phospholipase A₂ was not added.

Sample analysis

LC/ESI-MS/MS was carried out on a Waters Quattro triple quadrupole mass spectrometer, a 2795 Alliance HT LC/autosampler system, and the QuanLynx software package. Chromatography was carried out with a normal phase column (Phenomenex Luna, 5 μ, silica, 100 Ang., 250 × 2.0 mm, Cat 00G-4274-BO) equipped with a guard column (Phenomenex Security Guard Column Cat KJ0-4282) with a column temperature of 30°C. Solvent A is 50/40 (v/v) n-hexane/isopropanol, and solvent B is 30/60/15 (v/v/v) n-hexane/isopropanol/5 mM ammonium acetate in water. The solvent program is: 0–18 min, 50–86% linear B gradient (0.2 ml/min); 18–22 min, 86% B (0.2 ml/min); 22–25 min, 86–100% linear B gradient (0.2 ml/min); 25–42 min, 100% B (0.2 ml/min). At 42 min, solvent B was stepped to 30% and the flow rate was stepped to 0.3 ml/min. At 52 min, the flow rate was stepped to 0.2 ml/min. The vials were held at 15°C in the autosampler chamber and 20 μl injection volumes were used. Other injector parameters are given in supplementary Table I.

The ELSMS/MS parameters are given in supplementary Table I. Parent and fragment ion m/z values, cone voltages, and collision energies for each analyte are given in supplementary Table II.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Extraction of lysosphospholipids

The method that we developed involves extraction of the pH neutral aqueous biological sample with CHCl₃/CH₃OH (2/1), which is expected to well extract all lysosphospholipids except LPA and LPI. The use of neutral pH conditions avoids spontaneous loss of species that contain the highly acid sensitive sn-1 enol ether. To extract LPA and LPI species, the remaining aqueous phase was acidified on ice and the mixture was extracted again with CHCl₃/CH₃OH (2/1). Ice was used to minimize acid decomposition of any enol ether species that were not extracted in the first round. The organic layer was neutralized with triethylamine before it was combined with the first round. The organic layer was neutralized with triethylamine before it was combined with the first round. The organic layer was neutralized with triethylamine before it was combined with the first round.

A previous study of spontaneous migration of fatty acyl chains between the sn-1 and sn-2 position of LPC showed that the rate is pH dependent with a half-life at pH 7.4 of ≈6 h and at pH 3 of ≈90 h at room temperature (10). Thus, during the above extraction procedure, acyl chain migration should be minimal.

By applying the above extraction procedure to a standard mix of lysosphospholipids and comparing the ESI-MS/MS peak areas of the species detected in the extracted sample versus those from a standard stock solution of lysosphospholipids that were directly injected on to the LC column without extraction, we determined the percent recovery values for several lysosphospholipid species (supplementary Table II). The yields were acceptable, the lowest being 55% for 16:0-LPI. In previous work, 1-butanol has been used together with acidification of the aqueous sample medium to ensure high yield recovery of LPA species (5, 6). If we extracted the sample with 1-butanol without acidification of the aqueous phase, yields of LPA species were very low (~10%) as were yields of LPI (~20%). If CHCl₃/CH₃OH (2/1, v/v) was used in the absence of acidification, yields of LPA species were ~5%. In another study, CHCl₃/CH₃OH was used as the extraction solvent in the absence of acidification (11) but we could not reproduce the yields of LPA that were reported in that study. We prefer the use of CHCl₃/CH₃OH versus 1-butanol as the former is easier to remove by evaporation. We also stress the need to acidify the aqueous phase to ensure high yield extraction of LPA and LPI species.

To examine whether the new extraction procedure leaves plasmenyl phospholipids intact, we subjected a mixture of plasmenyl-phosphatidylcholine and plasmenyl-phosphatidylethanolamine to the extraction procedure and analyzed the sample by LC/ESI-MS/MS. When 100 pmole of 1-O,1’-(Z)-octadecenyl-2-arachidonoyl sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine and 100 pmole of 1-O,1’-(Z)-octadecenyl-2-arachidonoyl sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine were added to PBS and submitted to the extraction procedure given in Methods, the amount of 20:4-LPC and 20:4-LPE detected by LC/ESI-MS/MS corresponded to 1.6% and 0.6%, respectively, of the plasmenyl phospholipids present. When 100 pmoles of plasmenyl phospholipids were analyzed by LC/ESI-MS/MS without sample processing, the amount of 20:4-LPC and 20:4-LPE were 0.02% and 0.1%, respectively, of the plasmenyl species. Thus, the extraction procedure leads to a small amount of plasmenyl phospholipid breakdown. However, the amount of breakdown is very small compared with that which occurs if the aqueous sample of plasmenyl phospholipids is acidified with citric acid and then extracted with CHCl₃/CH₃OH. This latter procedure results in breakdown of 38% of the plasmenyl phosphatidylcholine and 10% of the plasmenyl phosphatidylethanolamine. We also tested the extraction procedure given by the Lipid Maps consortium (12), which involves quenching the lipid residue with ice-cold 1:1 CH₃OH/0.1 N aqueous HCl (0.8 ml) plus CHCl₃ (0.4 ml). This resulted in 4% and 2% breakdown of the plasmenyl phosphatidylcholine and plasmenyl phosphatidylethanolamine, respectively. Thus, acidification leaves the plasmenyl species mainly intact when the extraction is done with cold solvents, but use of the procedure described in Methods is superior if lysosphospholipids are to be analyzed. The use of acidification with 1-butanol extraction
(5, 6) is problematic for analysis of lysophospholipid species. If LPA and LPI species are the only ones analyzed, acid catalyzed breakdown would be a problem if the sample contains enol ether phosphatidic acid and phosphatidylinositol species. For the analysis of LPC and LPE species, the acid-catalyzed breakdown of the enol ethers could potentially pose a significant problem since many cell membranes contain a relatively large amount of plasmenyl phosphatidylcholine and plasmenyl phosphatidylethanolamine species.

General features of the LC/ESI-MS/MS analysis

All lysophospholipids except LPC, enyl-LPC, and alkyl-LPC species were analyzed in negative ion mode. In the case of LPE, LPG, and LPI species, the major anionic fragment detected after collision induced dissociation is the fatty acid carboxylate chain (3), and this was used for detection. For LPA species, the major fragment is due to loss of the sn-1 fatty acyl chain followed by attack of the sn-1 hydroxyl to form the the cyclic-phosphate mono anion \((m/z = -153)\) (3), and this was used for analyte detection. For LPS species, serine is lost from the phosphate to give the intermediate, which then converts to the same cyclic phosphate \((m/z = -153)\). For enyl-LPE species, we detected the fragment at \(m/z = -196\), presumably due to cleavage of the enol ether and formation of the phosphate diester mono anion [analogous to Fig. 7 of (13)]. For enyl-LPC species, we detected the \(m/z = +181\) fragment ion due to formation of a phosphate diester mono cation [see Fig. 7 of (13)].

We developed a simple procedure to prepare all of the deuterated internal standard lysophospholipids using commercially available reagents. We used a separate internal standard for each lysophospholipid head group class. For example, we used \(d_{31}-16:0-LPC\) as the internal standard to quantify all fatty acyl LPC species, and we assumed that all fatty acyl LPC species ionize with the same efficiency in the MS source (however, see below). It is simply not practical to have an internal standard for each of the 116 lysophospholipid species analyzed by LC/ESI-MS/MS in this study. We obtained standard curves for all of the commercially available lysophospholipids used in this study (see supplementary Fig. 1). A linear response was obtained for all species in the 50–1000 fmole range. This suggests that aggregation of lysophospholipids during LC does not occur. In the case of commercial LPC species, we obtained data for 12:0-LPC, 16:0-LPC, 18:1-LPC, and 24:0-LPC. The major anionic fragment of the ion traces are as follows: 12:0-LPC \((m/z = 153)\), 16:0-LPC \((m/z = 153)\), 18:1-LPC \((m/z = 153)\), and 24:0-LPC \((m/z = 153)\). For LPG, LPI, LPE, and LPS, the relative areas vary by less than 1.3-fold in going from 14:0 to 18:1. For LPA species, the relative areas are: 14:0-LPA \((m/z = 153)\), 16:0-LPA \((m/z = 153)\), and 18:1-LPA \((m/z = 153)\). We found that LPS species undergo in-source conversion to the corresponding LPA species (data not shown).

We assumed that each fatty acyl LPC species fragmented to the same extent, which should be valid because the fragment ion chosen is the major ion after collision-induced dissociation. For quantification of enol ether LPC species, we injected a standard amount of 19:2-enyl-LPC and 16:0-LPC to obtain the relative integrals of the fragment ion traces after LC/ESI-MS/MS analysis. This fraction was then used to quantify all enol ether LPC species based on the signal for \(d_{31}-16:0-LPC\). We used \(d_{16}-16:0\)-alkyl-LPC as the internal standard to quantify alkyl ether LPC species. Likewise, for LPE, we used \(d_{31}-16:0-LPE\) to quantify all fatty acyl LPE species, and we analyzed a standard amount of 19:2-enyl-LPE and 16:0-LPE to obtain the relative detection signals. We made no attempt to quantify alkyl ether LPE species or enol ether and alkyl ether species of LPA, LPG, LPI, and LPS. Accurate quantification of these species would require ESI-MS/MS analysis of stock solutions of appropriate lysophospholipid standards of known concentration.

Supplementary Table II also gives the optimized ESI-MS/MS conditions (cone voltage and collision energy) for several lysophospholipid species. Cone voltages and collision energies were optimized for one to two lysophospholipid species representative of each head group class and we used the same conditions for each member of each class. According to the User Manual for the Waters Quadrupole mass spectrometer, the optimal cone voltage is generally higher as the molecular weight of the analyte increases. In the case of LPC species, the optimal cone voltage for 12:0-LPC was found to be +30 V and it was +35 V for 24:0-LPC. The analyte signal versus cone voltage peaks are fairly broad; the use of +30 V for all LPC species reduces detection sensitivity only by ~5% in the worst case. The same trends are seen for other lysophospholipid head group species. This justifies our use of a single cone voltage for each lysophospholipid head group class.

We found that LPS species undergo in-source conversion to the corresponding LPA species (data not shown). The amount of this decomposition depends on the ESI source conditions. As noted above, the pathway for collision-induced fragmentation of LPS involves, first, conversion to LPA as an intermediate. This in-source LPS to LPA conversion underscores the need to resolve LPA and LPS species by LC prior to ESI-MS/MS.

To look for isobaric species, we carefully considered the masses of a general set of lysophospholipids that contain either a fatty acyl sn-1 chain or an ether linked sn-1 chain (both enol ether and alkyl ether). Polar head groups included were phosphate, phosphocholine, phosphoethanolamine, phosphoglycerol, phosphoinositol, and phosphoserine. We considered acyl and ether sn-1 chains 12:0, 14:0, 16:0, 16:1, 18:0, 18:1, 18:2, 18:3, 20:0, 20:1, 20:2,
We also considered fatty chains with an odd number of carbons (17:0, 17:1, and 19:2) because commercially available lysophospholipids with these chains are often used as internal standards in earlier studies. The full analysis is given in the supplementary material. Supplementary Table III lists all isobars along with a statement about whether an unambiguous identification of the lysophospholipid species can be made. Several general points emerge. Within each polar head group lysophospholipid class, there are no isobars other than double bond positional isomers as long as the deuterated internal standards described in this study are used. On the other hand, use of the commercially available internal standards with an ω-1 chain containing an odd number of carbons (6) is not advised. For example, 17:0-LPC is isobaric with 18:0-alkyl-LPC, and 17:1-LPC is isobaric with 18:1-alkyl-LPC. It is not known a priori whether all of these isobaric species resolve by LC. Likewise, 19:2-enyl-LPC and 19:2-enyl-LPE were not used as internal standards.

The isobaric problem with the use of odd carbon fatty acyl lysophospholipids is eliminated by the use of the d31-lysophospholipid internal standards. A potential problem with the latter is that they are not completely deuterated and thus, they give rise to an envelope of isotopic species. ESI-MS analysis of the d31-internal standards used in this study showed that the d30/d31 ratio is ~1, the d29/d31 ratio is ~0.3, and the d28/d31 ratio is ~0.05. For this reason, we also included in our isobar analysis the d28 and d29 species for all of the internal standards. No additional isobar problems arise from these species (supplementary Table III). It should be noted that if the amount of internal standard used is in vast excess over the analyte being quantified that isobar problems from partially deuterated species of d28 or less may arise if the two lysophospholipids in question are not resolved by LC. Thus, caution is advised, and it is recommended to use amounts of internal standards that are not orders of magnitude greater than the amounts of analytes being quantified. All things considered, the use of perdeuterated internal standards is preferred over those with odd carbon fatty acyl chains.

Several other points emerge. Many of the isobaric issues are resolved by the use of LC preceding MS. Thus, lysophospholipid analysis by direct infusion of the sample into the mass spectrometer is not recommended (also because of the LPS to LPA conversion as noted above). The use of MS/MS rather than MS helps to resolve isobaric species but the number of such resolutions is small compared with those resolved by LC. The main advantage of MS/MS over MS is to improve signal-to-noise and to distinguish lysophospholipids from nonlysophospholipid isobaric species that may be present in the sample.

Some trends in the LC retention time of lysophospholipids were noted. For fatty acyl lysophospholipids, long chain species elute earlier than short chain species, and the the presence of double bonds tends to delay the chromatographic elution. For LPE and LPC species, the fatty enol ether lysophospholipid elutes prior to the fatty acyl lysophospholipid with the same carbon chain number and number of double bonds (i.e., 18:2-enyl-LPC elutes before 18:2-LPC). Comparable data for other head group lysophospholipids was not obtained. On the other hand, the fatty alkyl ether LPC species tend to comigrate with the fatty acyl LPC species with the same carbon chain number. Although we did not obtain comparable data for fatty alkyl ether versus fatty acyl lysophospholipids with noncholine head groups, we did observed that 16:0-alkyl-LPA comigrated with 16:0-LPA. We used these LC trends to make predictions on which isobaric species can be resolved.

Of the 360 lysophospholipid masses considered, there are 182 isobars (see supplementary data), 10 of which are unlikely to be resolved by LC or by MS/MS. Thus, the vast majority of isobaric issues are resolved by the methods described in this paper.

As already noted, the above analysis treats double bond regioisomers as a single species. The most convincing way to distinguish an isobaric lysophospholipid pair in which one species has a double bond as an enol ether from the other species that does not have an enol ether is to treat the sample under acidic conditions and to look for the loss of the LC/ESI-MS/MS signal compared with the sample.

Fig. 1. LC/ESI-MS/MS detection of a standard mixture of lysophospholipids. The top trace shows negative mode detection of 14:0-LPG (9.4 pmole), 16:0-LPG (6.1 pmole), 18:0-LPG (6.4 pmole), 16:0-LPI (0.4 pmole), 18:1-LPI (0.55 pmole), and 18:0-LPI (7.9 pmole). The bottom panel shows negative mode detection of 18:0-LPA (7.9 pmole), 14:0-LPA (3.2 pmole), 20:3-LPS (0.5 pmole), 20:4-LPA (0.5 pmole), 18:0-LPS (5.7 pmole), and 18:1-LPS (4.4 pmole). The X-axis is the LC retention time (min) and the Y-axis is the ion intensities normalized to the largest peak in the group. Ion traces for LPC and LPE species are shown in supplementary Fig. II.
that was processed in the absence of acid. The other method, which is shown in this study to be reliable for LPE and LPC species, is to rely on the earlier LC retention time for the enol ether species (as noted above). In the case of other double bond regioisomers, for example, a lysophospholipid containing a γ-linolenoyl chain (6,9,12-18:3) versus an α-linolenoyl chain (9,12,15-18:3), the methods presented here will likely not allow a distinction.

**LC/ESI-MS/MS analysis of lysophospholipid mixtures**

Fig. 1 shows an LC/ESI-MS/MS analysis of the standard test mixture of LPG, LPI, LPS, and LPA species (traces for LPE and LPC species are given in supplementary Fig. II). Limit of quantification (defined as a signal peak height-to-noise height of ~10/1) values are given in supplementary Table II and are in the range of ~20 pmole for LPC species and ~1000 fmole for enyl-LPE species. Ion traces for quantities of lysophospholipids near their limit of quantification are shown in supplementary Fig. III. We found that it is important to include 5 mM ammonium acetate in the LC mobile phase as the use of lower concentrations leads to significant LC peak tailing for LPA and LPS species (not shown). Note that the LPA and LPS peaks have similar peak shapes to those for other lysophospholipid species (Fig. 1). Results with 10 mM ammonium acetate were similar to those with 5 mM (not shown).

In the analysis of lysophospholipid species reported here, we cycled through 89 single reaction monitoring events during the entire period of time in which the instrument was in negative mode. We compared the lysophospholipid detection sensitivity under these conditions to that observed under conditions where we monitored a smaller set of single ion reactions in time windows appropriate for the elution of each lysophospholipid head group class. Results were comparable under both conditions (not shown). This is expected as each cycle of 89 ion reactions takes ~5 s, and given the LC peak widths of about 1 min (Fig. 1), there are about 12 cycles per LC peak, which is presumably sufficient to well define the peak.

We analyzed the lysophospholipid species present in mouse serum mainly to determine statistics for the quantification of lysophospholipids using our LC/ESI-MS/MS method. Among the full set of lysophospholipids analyzed by LC/ESI-MS/MS (116 species; see supplementary Table II), 80 gave discernable peaks in the selective ion trace chromatograms (by visual inspection) and were quantified.

**Fig. 2.** Lysophospholipid molecular species changes in HEK293 cells in response to group X secreted phospholipase A2 action. Results are shown for LPG (A), LPE (B), and LPC (C) species. Data for all lysophospholipid species are given in supplementary Table V. Black bars give the ratio of lysophospholipid species (indicated on the X-axis) measured in HEK293 cells treated exogenously for 4 h at 37°C with 200 ng/ml group X secreted phospholipase A2 to the amount of lysophospholipid measured in HEK293 cells cultured for 4 h at 37°C in the absence of the phospholipase A2. Gray bars give the ratio of lysophospholipid species measured in HEK293 cells stably expressing group X secreted phospholipase A2 after culturing for 4 h at 37°C to the amount of lysophospholipid measured in nontransfected HEK293 cells after culturing for 4 h at 37°C. Each LC/ESI-MS/MS analysis was carried out using one 10 cm dish of cells.
with the aid of the perdeuterated internal standards. Data for all 80 species is given as supplementary Table IV. The method was carried out on four 100 μl aliquots of the same batch of mouse serum. The coefficient of variation (100 x (standard deviation/mean)) were all <20% except five species were in the 20–25% range, one was 35%, and one was 43%. The distribution of coefficients of variation is shown as supplementary Fig. IV. Thus, the LC/ESI-MS/MS method is highly reproducible. Also highly reproducible among the four runs are the LC retention times for the 80 detected lysophospholipid species (supplementary Table IV). The concentration of the various lysophospholipid classes in mouse serum are as follows: total LPG, 0.05 μM; total LPI, 2.5 μM; total LPE, 1.1 μM; total LPS, 0.13 μM; total LPA, 5.7 μM; total LPC, 66 μM; total enyl-LPE, 0.33 μM; total enyl-LPC, 0.50 μM; total alkyl-LPC, 3.2 μM. Previously reported values for serum lysophospholipid concentrations include: 2 μM for LPA (14) and 200 μM for LPC (15).

We analyzed the changes in lysophospholipid levels in HEK293 cells in response to exogenous addition of mature human group X secreted phospholipase A_2 or in cells stably transduced with the human group X secreted phospholipase A_2 gene (endogenously expressed enzyme). Relatively large changes were seen in the levels of LPG, LPE, and LPC species and these are shown in Fig. 2. Smaller changes in lysophospholipid levels were seen for the other head group species, and these changes are listed in in supplementary Table V. In the case of LPG, only small changes were seen after treating cells with exogenously added phospholipase A_2, but transfected cells displayed relatively large changes in a subset of LPG species (18:3-22:6-LPG) (Fig. 2A). Both exogenous and endogenous phospholipase A_2 led to significant increases in specific LPE species, but the species produced were different depending on the presentation of the enzyme (Fig. 2B). In particular, 22:4-, 22:5-, and 22:6-LPE species were produced only by endogenous phospholipase A_2. LPC levels showed a similar trend as that for LPE levels (Fig. 2C). A significant increase in 24:0-LPC was seen only with exogenous phospholipase A_2 (Fig. 2C). These data clearly show that exogenous and endogenous human group X secreted phospholipase A_2 act at different membrane sites. This in turn is consistent with a wealth of data from our earlier study showing that endogenously produced group X enzyme acts on membranes of the secretory compartment prior to externalization from cells, whereas exogenously added enzyme likely acts on the extracellular face of the plasma membrane (9).

SUMMARY

We developed an improved sample extraction procedure that best prevents the acid-catalyzed breakdown of enol ether containing phospholipids and lysophospholipids compared with previously reported methods. The new method also results in high recovery of the major types of lysophospholipid species including LPA and LPI, which are generally more difficult to isolate than the more hydrophobic species. Breakdown of even 5–10% of the plasmenyl phospholipids is a significant problem if one is trying to assess the presence of lysophospholipids in a sample, as lysophospholipids are in relatively low abundance compared with plasmenyl phospholipids. It should also be pointed out that the new extraction method does result in a low level of plasmenyl phospholipid breakdown, thus, lysophospholipid analysis is best carried out by looking at a relative change in molecular species level as a result of a biological stimulus rather than looking at absolute levels in a single sample. Still, relative changes in lysophospholipids will be hard to spot if there is significant breakdown of plasmenyl phospholipid species; thus, the new extraction procedure is recommended in all studies of lysophospholipid abundance when using biological membranes that contain plasmenyl phospholipids. Analysis of lysophospholipids by the LC/ESI-MS/MS method described here allows for the detection of 20–1000 fmoles of molecular species using an instrument manufactured about a decade ago. With use of more updated instruments, it should be possible to extend the limit of quantification by a factor of ~5- to 10-fold. Finally, we analyzed isobaric species of sn-1 ester and ether lysophospholipids and showed that the use of internal standards with fatty chains with odd carbon number, i.e., 17:0 or 17:1 chains is problematic and the use of d34:16:0 lysophospholipid internal standards is preferred. Also, LC is needed along with ESI-MS/MS to detect all the sn-1 ester and ether lysophospholipid with a high degree of confidence of species identification. The new method was used to quantify lysophospholipids present in mouse serum with acceptable inter-sample reproducibility. Finally, the method was used to illustrate that human X secreted phospholipase A_2 added exogenously to HEK293 cells acts on a different membrane site than cells expressing endogenous phospholipase A_2 within the cell.
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